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The intense screeching noise generated by the writ ing instrument, whether reed or bamboo, as it flexes across the surface of the paper sheet is an experience Perhaps following the dictates of its genre, a spec imen of calligraphy (fig. 3 , already shown in detail in figs. 1 and 2) attributed to Firuz Mirza Nusrat al Dawla I is an exception that makes the kinetic and temporal dimensions of the calligrapher's work evi dent, available to the eye. The study belongs to a category of works termed siy?h mashq, literally "black writing," in Persian (Arabic musawwada; Turkish kara lama) .4 These were ostensibly made as practice exercises over the course of a calligrapher's career but quickly developed identifiable, formalized aesthetic features, including superimposed or staggered letters; a text written in opposing directions so as to require differ ent, often multiple, angles of viewing; and the privi leging of visual affect over legibility. Some employed writing of different sizes, opposing small and large script to foreground the value of scale. Though siy?h mashqs seem to be about modest practice, they attained a level of virtuosity.5 The example attributed to Firuz
Mirza not only reveals process through materiality?
as something that was made in time?but also sug gests another mode of temporality by the repetition of words.6 Words are laid over each other, and repeated letter shapes (graphemes) or word fragments (combi nations of two graphemes) are slightly offset, suggesting their translation across the sheet of paper as a rapid sequence of repetition (e.g., m?/m?/m?n [grief] in the third line at top right, or the doubling of the nun after j? in the word j?n [soul] at the end of the same line). For the purposes of this essay, however, emphasis will be given to the commonly accepted assumption expressed in this definition of the traits of Islamic calligraphy: that the art of beautiful writing in the historical Islamic lands can be understood to involve We are concerned here with the modes of reception found in written sources that record cul tural attitudes to calligraphy mostly framed through an encounter with specimens seen cold, after their production, and with selected case studies on the pur suit of calligraphy from the 1500s through the early modern period that consider issues ranging from the processes of training and practice to the execution of the fair copy. We will consider both forms of evi dence from the perspective of what they reveal about the effect of the work of art on the human senses? "the sensuous" defined here as aesthetic gratification or "visual pleasure," and "the sensual" as the process by which the senses are activated. in calligraphic specimens that took aphorisms as their subject matter. Examples include the frequently used "Calligraphy is the tongue of the hand and the translator of infinite duration" (Al-khatt lis?n al-yad wa tarjum?n al-khuld), and cAli b. Abi Talib's "I recommend to you the beauty of calligraphy, for it is among the keys to sustenance" ('Alaykum bi-husn al-khatt fa-innahu min maf?tlh al-nzq).
An important concept that was applied to cultural understandings of calligraphy in the sixteenth century was that of the "trace" (?th?r, pl. ?thar In an expanded and highly metaphorical poem, Khvan damir engages the album as a totality in which cal ligraphies and other works of art are preserved:
Every coveted pearl that is nourished in the ocean of contentment is to be found in this sea [i.e., album].
Like beauty, it lights the torch of the eye;
like the meeting of lovers, it seizes every heart.20
One of the more specific writers on the perception of calligraphy is Shams al-Din Muhammad Vasfi (writing between 1568 and 1577). According to him, "human
plative pleasure" (hazz-i r?h?ni) and "eternal bounty"
(fayz-i j?vid?m) from observing works of art.21 He remarks that calligraphy is held in high esteem by elite and common people alike, and that even the illiterate enjoy looking at it.
Authors give primacy to sight in the sensory pro cess of apprehending calligraphy; comparisons of cal ligraphy to musk, for example, seem to be more about color than odor. Nevertheless they also invoke olfac tory sensation, comparing calligraphies to sweet-smell ing herbs or ambergris. The synesthetic metaphors used by writers of the Persian-language sources give The poem anthropomorphizes the pen?it is dressed in a cloak and is as slender as a cypress (a comparison frequently applied to men and women)?and further more assigns it the capacity to speak, invoking the conventional image of the two tongues of the pen (its split nib). As the pen moves, it spreads shade and pulls its dark tresses behind it (the ink moving from the pen onto the paper). The last couplet develops this image by discussing the physical properties of the pen and likening the dispersal of ink on paper to the passage from day to night, the pen blackening the light sheet. Some practice sheets are marked with the teach er's interventions, written in red or black ink. These include rhombic points (nuqt), which show the cor rect proportional relations between letters, and thin, deft strokes that reveal laterally organized correspon dences between the words strung together in a line.42 The rhombic points are the diamond-shaped dots left by the pen when pressed in a stationary mode against the paper and then released and lifted away. Since the codifications of Ibn Muqla (d. 940), who applied geo metric principles to a canon of scripts dubbed the "six scripts" (al-aql?m al-sitta) and invented "proportioned script" (al-khatt al-mans?b), scripts had been closely reg ulated by systems that defined a proportional relation between a standard?the letter alif-?and every other letter (which related to the dimension of the alif, itself assembled from a fixed number of dots, by a series of ratios).43 The teacher's emendations to a student's work thus renders whichever proportional system was in place visible as a series of rhombic points. fig. 13 , the captions written in red, gold, and blue on the right-hand page read: "in this order" (bar in tart?b), "on the form of the^W (dar tashakkul-i firn), and "in this method" (bar in nahj); and those on the left read "by this quantity" (bar in cadad), "on the form of the ra" (dar tashakhul-i ra), "in this style" (badin tarz), "by this foundation" (badin as?s), and "on the form of the sm" (dar tashakkul-i sin).45 Additional notations indi cate the form and hence position of the letter, as in "simple" (mufrad) and "compound" (tarklb), or anno tate a specific formal feature, for example, "allowed to fall" (mursal), "slender in the body" (zamr), "brought near" (marfu), "bow-shaped" (qawsi), or "attenuated" (muzammar). that a way of inscribing individuality in calligraphy was through the manipulation of ligatures (termed in Arabic and Persian madd, mashq, and kashlda) as well as through the apparatus of dots and dashes supply ing phonetic values and vowels. This was one means of embodying the self and individual movement in an art form of closely regulated norms.
It is also possible to see those daunting rhombic dots in a related way, as satisfying the desire to perceive human movement in writing ( fig. 22) 
